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ABSTRACT Cosmetics brand managers’ efforts in monitoring customer satisfaction and service quality
have suffered due to the lack of effective analysis methods. In order to derive more comprehensive and
objective insights into customer opinions on product quality and preferences for cosmetics brands, this study
derived an online-review-based process for evaluation of customer satisfaction. The present study developed
a systematic approach to the evaluation of relative customer satisfaction with cosmetics brands via sentiment
analysis and statistical data analysis, and interpreted the determinants of positive and negative opinions via
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) analysis. To illustrate the efficacy and applicability
of the proposed approach, an empirical case study applying it to the global top 26 cosmetics brands was
conducted, which evaluated relative customer satisfaction with brands and examined the main causes of
positive and negative opinions. The proposed approach is expected to be employed by cosmetics companies
to realize or improve satisfaction with the brands that customers evaluate. Furthermore, we hope that it can be
used as a source of fundamental data that could be applied to efforts to improve both brand competitiveness
and provision of systematic services.

INDEX TERMS Sentiment analysis, text-mining, customer satisfaction, online reviews, cosmetics brand.

I. INTRODUCTION
Achieving high product and service quality together with high
customer satisfaction is a fundamental duty of a business
manager in continuously developing business opportunities
and running day-to-day operations in a competitive envi-
ronment. Customer satisfaction affects a company’s profit
margin, and what determines customers’ satisfaction is the
product quality offered to them. In other words, customer
satisfaction affecting a company’s profits is a result of service
quality management. Thus, evaluating levels of customer
satisfaction is a crucial factor for companies.

Advances in online and mobile technologies have created
new consumption patterns for consumers. These technologies
have expanded product distribution (which had been limited
to the offline realm) to the online world of internet commerce
(e-commerce). With the changes to consumers’ purchasing
patterns, their decision-making processes have come to be
affected by opinions influenced not only by cultural leaders
but also ordinary people. According to a 2016 consumer
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report by DMC Media in South Korea [1], about 51.5%
of consumers have shared and posted their consumption
experiences online. In other words, consumers share their
experiences as to the positive and negative aspects of a given
product or service online, and these online reviews are used as
important information for new customers in making product-
purchase decisions as well as for business managers seeking
to understand current customer perceptions of their products.
In addition, Archak et al. [2] and Ghose and Iperiotis [3]
have shown strong evidence that online reviews affect retail
sales and consumer purchasing decisions as well as being
an important means of analyzing customers’ requirements
for, and evaluating their satisfaction with, product or service
quality.

Online reviews analysis is applicable to various kinds of
products, but its value may be greater for the high-sensitivity
product category. According to [4], cosmetics are very sen-
sitive to the customers’ opinions given the many different
types, in addition to the fact that even the same cosmetics
may have different effects on the skin depending on the skin
characteristics of the individual. For these reasons, cosmetics
belong to the high-risk product category, sales of which are
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highly influenced by customers’ product opinions. In general,
when a customer wants to buy a cosmetics product on an
online website, he or she will typically start by searching for
reviews by other consumers of the various offerings so as to
complement their own risk perceptions of the product. Due
to cosmetics’ characteristics such as those just noted, they are
highly dependent on the purchasing experiences of customers
compared with general products such as home appliances or
food [5], [6].

For cosmetics companies that need to continuously
improve their product quality and develop new products to
gain selling advantage, online reviews are key information
from which customer requirements and quality satisfaction
can be identified [7]. CJ Mall, an online shopping mall in
South Korea, once announced that the sales of products of
which customers have positive opinions averaged 2.5 to 5
times those of other products, and emphasized, in that regard,
the importance of online review analysis and applications [8].
According to a survey conducted by Timon, a social com-
merce company in South Korea, online reviews searching
ranked second, at 18%, among the factors that consumer con-
siders when purchasing cosmetics. On the other hand, brands
(ranked sixth at 5%), product awareness (ranked seventh at
3%), TV commercials and celebrity marketing (0.6%), which
are traditionally considered important in the beauty industry,
were found to have only low impacts as purchase-decision
factors [9].

Given the increased value of online reviews analysis, sev-
eral studies have presented various methods for extracting
knowledge from customer reviews and demonstrating it on
product maps [7], [10]. Nevertheless, most of the relevant
studies still focus on the lodging and consumer electronic
industries [11]–[14]. And, even though some studies have
dealt with the application of text-mining techniques in the
development of cosmetics products, the majority analyzed
only data collected through traditional marketing research
methods such as market surveys or questionnaires surveys
[7], [15], [16]. However, the traditional marketing research
method has two major drawbacks, in that it is limited to
collecting various opinions by data sampling, and cannot
quickly identify the real-time requirements of consumers
(since it takes much time to gather and analyze massive
data) [17], [18]. On the other hand, utilizing online reviews
offers the advantage of being able to collect and analyze
multifaceted information on products from various customers
in a short time and at relatively low cost. Above all, online
reviews are less distorted respecting product information in
that they are written voluntarily by customers. According to
[19] and [20], online reviews have been widely utilized as key
material, both for evaluating product and service quality sat-
isfaction and for establishing marketing strategies that reflect
the real opinions of consumers.

Cosmetics brand managers’ efforts to monitor customer
satisfaction with product or service quality have suffered
due to the lack of any specific methodology for effective
analysis. Also, from customers’ point of view, it is difficult

to see all of the extensive online reviews, and so they often
refer to only company-promoted advertising and a limited
number of promotional reviews in making a cosmetics pur-
chasing decision. To derive more comprehensive and objec-
tive insights into customer satisfaction and preferences for
product and service quality as pertain to cosmetics brands,
the present study attempted to obtain customers’ opinions
and priorities by mining online reviews. Above all, this study
focuses on the online review-based relative evaluation of cus-
tomer satisfaction through customer sentiment analysis with
cosmetics brands. The present study developed a systematic
approach to the evaluation of relative customer satisfaction
via sentiment analysis and statistical data analysis, and inter-
preted the determinants of positive and negative opinions via
term frequency analysis. Dwayne et al. [21], Peterson and
Meria [22], and Henning et al. [23] insisted that customers’
sentiments on products affects their quality satisfaction and
evaluation, and that the more positive the sentiment in the
reviews, the higher the products’ quality satisfaction. Thus,
the customer satisfaction of this study is evaluated by posi-
tive feedback from consumer-generated content, particularly
online reviews. To illustrate the efficacy and applicability of
the proposed approach, an empirical case study applying it to
the global top 26 cosmetics brands was conducted, in which
the relative customer satisfactions with brands were evaluated
and the main causes of positive and negative opinions were
examined.

The main contributions of this paper include: (1) a first-
time demonstration of how online reviews are utilized for
relative customer satisfaction evaluation of cosmetics brands;
(2) an analysis of the main causes of polarity opinions
(i.e. positive and negative), with provision of recommenda-
tions for improving quality satisfaction for specific cosmetics
brands.

Although several researchers have utilized sentiment anal-
ysis of online customer reviews in various areas, most of them
have focused on sentiment classification and summarization
[16], improvement of text-mining techniques to automatically
extract knowledge from text [10], [24], [25], customer sub-
jectivity and behavior analysis [26]–[29], and service qual-
ity evaluation [30]. They did not cover the evaluation of
relative customer satisfaction among competitors or, more
importantly, provide any interpretation of the determinants
of customer opinions on products and services. In short, this
study has a contribution and differs from the previous study
in that it applies a statistical data analysis to the well-known
sentiment analysis to estimate level of customer satisfaction
among cosmetics brands from a relative evaluation perspec-
tive. To our best knowledge, our study is the first online
sentiment-driven relative evaluation of customer satisfaction
with cosmetics brands.

The rest of this study is as follows: Section 2 introduces
the basic concepts along with definitions of online customer
reviews and sentiment analysis. Section 3 proposes the over-
all evaluation method and explains in detail the process
steps therein. Section 4 presents a case study in which the
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proposed approach was applied, and explains the results.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and anticipates future
research.

II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH
A. ONLINE CUSTOMER REVIEWS
The act of transferring information between individuals in the
forms of opinions and sentiments is called Word-of-Mouth
(WOM), and online information of this type is called online
WOM. A typical form of online WOM is online customer
reviews, which are peer-generated product or service eval-
uations including personal opinions or sentiments that are
posted on a company’s or third-party website [31]. Since
online reviews can share information about various prod-
ucts with many customers beyond space and time, they can
have a stronger influence on purchasing decisions and prod-
uct images than offline WOM [32]. Chatterjee [33] argued
that consumer opinions and sentiments on product usage
as expressed at online review sites are more objective and
credible than the product information unilaterally promoted
by companies. According to [12] and [16], online reviews are
generally considered to be more honest, unbiased, and com-
prehensive than information released by sellers. As a source
of information, online reviews are seen to be useful for both
customers and product providers. On the customers’ side,
online reviews can be used to support purchasing decisions,
and on the product providers’ side, they can be utilized to
understand customers’ current preferences and be applied for
product improvement, marketing, and customer relationship
management [34].

Online reviews are one of the most useful means, for
companies, of obtaining customer requirements and percep-
tions of products. For this reason, with the development of
e-commerce, research on online reviews has become increas-
ingly important. The impact of online reviews on consumer
purchasing decisions can vary depending on customers’
expressed opinions. Positive reviews, such as compliments
or explanations of useful points, have a positive effect on
purchases, while negative reviews, such as dissatisfaction
with the product, have a negative effect on purchases. In
particular, according to [22], [35], and [36], online reviews
with negative opinions have more influence on the purchas-
ing intentions of consumers than do reviews with positive
opinions, and according to [23], subjective and emotional
reviews have a greater influence on purchases than objective
and realistic ones. Although these results will vary depending
on the nature and types of products, online reviews include
not only objective information about the product, but also
consumption experience and personal sentiments [21].

Regarding online reviews, several researchers have
focused on characteristics based on subjectivity classifi-
cation, sentiment classification, and opinion summariza-
tion [16]. In the literature, most of the studies focus on
the improvement of text-mining techniques to automatically
extract knowledge from text in more effective and efficient

ways [10], [24], [25]. A few studies have been done on subjec-
tivity analysis, which aims at determining whether a sentence
is subjective or objective [26], as well as sentiment analysis
of online customer reviews [27]. Also, some researchers
have emphasized the relationships among product review
content, conceptual cues, and review helpfulness [37], [38].
In addition, several researchers have utilized sentiment anal-
ysis for new product development in the cosmetics industry
[4], to find out customer preference by analyzing subjective
expressions [39] and also for evaluation of quality satisfaction
with mobile services [30]. In short, although an abundance
of studies have proposed numerous automatic processes and
algorithms for the extraction of online reviews, most of them
have focused on text data analysis, not evaluation of relative
customer satisfaction and analysis of the causes of customer
satisfaction.

B. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment analysis is defined as the task of finding the
opinions, such as the feelings and emotions, of individuals
with respect to specific entities, and their automatic extrac-
tion [40]. Amid the constant increase of information in terms
of opinions, emotions and feelings, sentiment analysis is
attracting more and more interest in the scientific commu-
nity [41]. Sentiment analysis can be used interchangeably
with opinion mining in the sense of deriving consumers’
feelings, emotions and opinions from reviews. Studies such as
[42]–[46] did not distinguish the definitions of opinion min-
ing and sentiment analysis in analyzing sentiments expressed
in text. On the contrary, Karamibekr and Ghorbani [47]
argued that opinion mining and sentiment analysis can be
defined as an interdisciplinary area situated among the fields
of Natural Language Processing (NLP). In addition, studies
such as [44], [48] distinguished the concepts of opinion min-
ing and sentiment analysis.

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis have been defined
by several researchers from various perspectives. First, the
definitions of opinion mining are as follows. According to
[44], opinion mining represents a computational study of
the opinions, attributes, and evaluations regarding an entity
and its aspects, ‘‘entity’’ referring to a product, service or
organization, and ‘‘aspects’’ to the attributes of the entity.
Guellil and Boukhalfa [49] characterized opinion mining as
three main tasks: modeling of opinion, extraction of opinion,
and analysis of subjectivity. The modeling of opinion focuses
on how an opinion is formalized; the extraction of opinion
concerns either a general subject or several subjects or an
expression including an opinion or the holder of the opinion;
and an opinion is considered to be objective if it contains
facts, and subjective if it represents an opinion. Next, the
definitions of sentiment analysis are as follows. Accord-
ing to [50], sentiment analysis is an NLP task to identify
subjective content, which contains feelings and sentiments,
and to classify it as positive, negative or neutral. Liu [44]
presented sentimental analysis as a mechanical analysis of
the sentiments and opinions of consumers inherent in text
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data. Breck and Cardie [51] defined sentiment analysis as
a technique for extracting words from a text and analyzing
opinions, sentiments, and subjectivity expressed therein in
order to help companies understand their customers and to
enable them to provide better service thereby.

From these definitions of opinion mining and sentiment
analysis, we can see that whereas opinion mining and sen-
timent analysis are quite similar in the sense of the derivation
of consumers’ emotions and opinions, opinion mining deals
with the broad opinions of consumers including attributes,
entities, and aspects, and sentiment analysis focuses on sen-
timents in their positivity or negativity within consumers’
opinions. We note that for this reason, sentiment analysis
is more suitable for our proposed method than is opinion
mining.

Sentiment analysis can be classified, according to the
learning approach, into the following three categories: the
machine-learning approach, the lexicon-based approach,
and the hybrid approach that combines the first two
approaches [52]. The machine-learning approach mainly
consists of supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Supervised learning is a major part of machine-learning
techniques used for the purpose of sentiment analysis. The
most often employed methods for supervised learning are
based on vector machines SVM [53], [54], Bayesian net-
work [41], and maximum entropy [55]. The unsupervised
learning approaches are based on sentiment lexicons such
as dictionaries or corpuses derived from syntactic models
[56]. The most representative unsupervised approach is the
classification of subjective contents such as sentiments into
groups of synonyms and comparing them with a sentiment
dictionary, which is composed of a corpus consisting of a
positive corpus and a negative corpus. The lexicon-based
approach mainly focuses on determining the sentiment lex-
icon, which is a collection of words in which every word
contains a sentiment score that points to the positive, negative
or neutral nature of the texts or sentences to be analyzed. The
lexicon-based approach is mainly divided into two parts: the
dictionary-based approach and the corpus-based approach.
The dictionary-based approach proceeds by determining the
opinion seeds from reviews and searching the dictionary for
antonyms and synonyms, which are added to the list of opin-
ion words taken from reviews. The corpus-based approach
constructs a list of seed opinion words and expands it using
a large corpus of texts from a single domain. The hybrid
approach combines the machine-learning and lexicon-based
approaches so as to increase overall performance [57].

Sentiment analysis can be carried out on three different
levels according to the analysis depth and type: the document
level, sentence level, and entity level [44]. The document
level classifies the feelings expressed by reviewers in all text
documents as positive, negative or neutral [58]. The sentence
level first determines the subjectivity of the sentence, and
then determines the polarity (positive, negative or neutral)
of subjective sentences [47]. Unlike the document level or
sentence level, the entity level can determine the entities or

FIGURE 1. Proposed framework.

objects of the emotions and opinions in the text. Even though
the overall sentiment of an author’s opinion in the document
or sentence level is positive, the sentiment for a particular
entity or object in the document or sentence can be negative.
The most significant feature of the entity level is that it can
analyze the particular feeling of an entity or object in the text
separately. However, the entity level does not have any clear
standard for separating the entity or object in the text, and if
the entity or object can be separated, it may still be difficult
to grasp the overall sentiment in the document and sentence
due to the detailed analysis of entity feeing [58].

III. PROPOSED METHOD: CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
EVALUATION
Fig. 1 shows the framework of the proposed method. The
framework consists of three steps: sentiment score calcula-
tion, customer satisfaction evaluation, and cause analysis. As
mentioned in Section I, aim of this study is to introduce a way
of evaluating relative customer satisfaction among cosmetics
brands through online-reviews analysis applying the well-
known text-mining technique and statistical data analysis.
Thus, the sentiment score calculation step is the preliminary
part, and the customer satisfaction evaluation and cause anal-
ysis steps form the backbone of the framework.

Step 1 crawls and collects a corpus of a document (this
paper refers to the corpus of the document as reviews) from
a cosmetics website, and then calculates the sentiment score
to judge the reviews as positive, negative, or neutral through
sentiment analysis (Section III.A). Step 2 calculates the sat-
isfaction measures (positive/negative ratio, odds value, and
odds ratio), and evaluates relative customer satisfaction for
cosmetics brands (Section III.B). Step 3 identifies objects or
intentions that cause positive and negative opinions through
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integration of cluster analysis and Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) analysis (Section III.C).

A. SENTIMENT SCORE CALCULATION
Bhuta et al. [55] presented a general process of sentiment
analysis that consists of four steps: data extraction, pre-
processing, data analysis, and identification of knowledge.
By extending the general process of sentiment analysis, this
step starts with crawling consumers’ reviews for each cos-
metics brand from an online website (hereafter, ‘‘cosmetics
brand’’ and ‘‘brand’’ are used interchangeably). The proposed
method was developed by the R programming language, and
especially the ‘rvest’ package provided by the R program-
ming language is utilized in crawling and building a database
of reviews. The R programming language is open-source
software developed by the R Development Core Team of the
R Foundation for statistical calculations (see [59] for more
details on R programming).

Since the reviews crawled from online are mostly made
up of textual data, NLP needs to be performed for refine-
ment purposes. Xiang et al. [60] noted that in order to
secure the validity of the text data analysis results, it is
necessary to refine the text data by removing unnecessary
words and synchronizing similar-meaning words through
NLP, a branch of artificial intelligence that deals with the
interaction between computers and humans using natural
language [61]. The ultimate objective of NLP is to read,
decipher, understand, and make sense of human languages
in a manner that is valuable. Most NLP techniques rely on
machine learning to derive meaning from human languages.
The proposed method utilizes RapidMiner software, which
is a computer software used in data science, for NLP of
review data. RapidMiner software provides features to take
advantage of data pre-processing, machine-learning, deep-
learning, text-mining, and predictive analysis [62]. In general,
online reviews include various letters and symbols that are
case-insensitive, including special symbols, or abbreviations.
So, we remove numbers, special characters, and symbols,
and change uppercase letters to lowercase in the reviews
to reduce errors and improve the accuracy of the analysis.
Ramadan et al. [63] argued that words with the same gram-
matical meaning and different words with the same meaning
must be unified into one word to increase the accuracy of the
analysis. So, we unify words that have the same meaning but
different expressions into one word (e.g. {Checkout, Check-
Out, Check out}→ Check-out).

Each brand generally has multiple reviews, and a single
review may contain multiple sentences on the same subject,
and a single sentence also can include multiple opinions in
the same entities. Thus, for a more fine-grained view of the
different opinions as well as for derivation of the various
feelings from reviews, this step sets the level of sentiment
analysis at the sentence level. Accordingly, the sentiment
score is calculated for each sentence, and at least one senti-
ment score has to be assigned to one sentence. For calculating
the sentiment score at the sentence level, the extracted reviews

have to be rearranged in the sentence unit. If a sentence is
made up of homogeneous feelings or emotions, it may be
ideal to calculate the sentiment score, because it only has
to be decided whether the sentence is positive or negative.
But if a sentence is made up of heterogeneous emotions such
as in a sentimental inversion, it is broken up into clauses
where each clause contains a homogeneous opinion. To aid
understanding, consider two sentences: ‘Staffs are friendly’,
‘Staffs are friendly, but facilities are poor.’ The first sentence
has a single and homogeneous emotion, and as we know
that ‘friendly’ is a positive word, we can probably regard
this sentence as positive. The second sentence consists of
two opposing clauses starting from the reversal connector
‘but’, and when we know that ‘poor’ is a negative word,
this sentence has a heterogeneous emotion; the former can
probably be regarded as positive, but the latter can probably
be regarded as negative. And although the second sentence
is likely to be neutral when we apply the most common
sentiment score measurement, it has to be divided into two-
sentences ‘‘Staffs are friendly’’ and ‘‘facilities are poor’’ to
further refine the sentence score calculation. Note that a set of
linguistic connectors (and, or, neither-nor, either-or, etc) and
reversal connectors (but, however, nevertheless, etc) are used
to split a sentence when it includes two opposing clauses.

This step utilizes a common sentiment analysis algorithm
[64] that determines the polarity of each sentiment expression
based on a sentiment lexicon resource. As mentioned in [65],
the sentiment lexicon resource-based sentiment algorithm is
the most commonly applied to the various domains because
of its relatively simple and easy implementation, and the
sentiment lexicon resource is the most crucial for the senti-
ment analysis algorithm. There are three options of sentiment
lexicon resource: the manual approach, by which the lexicon
is coded by human hand, the dictionary-based approach, in
which a set of seed words is expanded by utilizing resources
such as WordNet [66], and the corpus-based approach, in
which a set of seed words is expanded by using a large
corpus of documents from a single domain. The manual
approach is, in general, not feasible, as each domain requires
its own lexicon. Since the present research did not limit the
subject to a specific domain, the manual approach could
not be considered, but the dictionary-based approach was
considered for the sentiment lexicon resource. Although the
dictionary-based approach has the disadvantage of domain-
independence and hence does not capture the specific pecu-
liarities of any specific domain, several studies have reported
more advanced sentiment lexicon resources [67], [68]. Thus,
the current research utilized these advanced sentiment lexicon
resources (hereafter the advanced sentiment lexicon resource
is referred to as the sentiment dictionary) in measuring senti-
ment score.

The sentiment dictionary-based sentiment algorithm is
very simple. It detects the frequency of positive and negative
words in a sentence by comparing them with the positive
and negative lexicons in the sentiment dictionary, and then
calculates the sentiment score for each sentence. As a result,
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TABLE 1. Review sample for cosmetics brand ‘A’.

each sentence is assigned a sentiment score, and the opinion
of each sentence is determined as positive, negative or neutral.
Let Pe and Ne be a set of positive and negative lexicons in the
sentiment dictionary, respectively, and Si be the i-th sentence
in reviews of a certain cosmetics brand. The sentiment score
of Si (SS i) is calculated as SS i = wpi − wni , where w

p
i is the

number of positive words found in Si relative to Pe, and wni
is the number of negative words found in Si relative to Ne. If
SS i > 1 entails, it is regarded as positive, if the opposite, it is
regarded as negative, whereas otherwise, Si is neutral. To aid
understanding, consider the following sample review from a
certain cosmetics brand as listed in Table 1. Although this
review consists of three completed sentences, we can identify
it as four sentences, namely {‘My friend recommended me to
use this cosmetic’, ‘The package is quite good’, ‘The price
seems reasonable’, ‘but the quality is a bit unsatisfactory’},
because the last sentence contains two heterogeneous feel-
ings, which are connected by the reversal connector ‘but’.
Assume that the sets {‘good’ and ‘reasonable’} and {‘unsat-
isfactory’} are counted as positive and negative lexicons in
the sentiment dictionary, respectively. The sentiment score of
the first sentence is regarded as neutral with a sentiment score
of 0 (there are no positive or negative words), the second and
third sentences are regarded as positive with a sentiment score
of 1, and the fourth sentence is regarded as negative with a
sentiment score of −1. As a result, this review contains of
two positive sentences, one negative sentence, and one neutral
sentence.

B. CUSTOMER SATISFACTION EVALUATION
This step calculates sentiment measures for each cosmetics
brand. We note that while the sentiment score is calculated
for each sentence, the sentiment measures are calculated for
each cosmetics brand. Note that the odds value and odds
ratio are calculated for the sentiment measures. In order to
calculate the odds value, positive, negative and neutral ratios
are measured. Let Psr ,Nsr , and Esr be the aggregation of
sentences regarded as positive, negative and neutral in the r-th
cosmetics brand, respectively. The positive ratio (PPr ), nega-
tive ratio (NPr ), and neutral ratio (EPr ) of the r-th cosmetics
brand are measured by Eq. 1-3.

PPr =
Psr

(Psr + Nsr + Esr )
× 100 (1)

NPr =
Nsr

(Psr + Nsr + Esr )
× 100 (2)

EPr =
Esr

(Psr + Nsr + Esr )
× 100 (3)

Here, the condition of PPr +NPr +EPr = 100% is satisfied
for all cosmetics brands. That is, PPr means the probability

of having positive opinions in all sentences (the sum of
sentences regarded as positive, negative, and neutral) within
the r-th brand. However, more precisely, PPr is not a relative
value of positive opinions compared with the others (the sum
of negative and neutral) in the r-th brand.
In order to measure the relative degree of positive opinions

compared with the other opinions on a brand, the odds value
[69] is utilized. We note that the odds value represents the
level of customer satisfaction for positive opinions defined in
Eq.4.

�p
r =

PPr
(100− PPr )

(4)

where �p
r indicates the relative proportion of having positive

opinions relative to the remaining opinions within the r-th
brand. A higher �p

r indicates a higher proportion of positive
opinions among all, and thus represents higher customer
satisfaction with the r-th brand. In particular, when �p

r > 1,
the positive opinions on the r-th brand are superior to the sum
of the others (negative and neutral), and represent that cus-
tomer satisfaction with the r-th brand is relatively higher than
dissatisfaction or other opinions. An odds value corresponds
exactly to a probability value of having positive opinions in
the brand, according to its formula defined in Eq. 5.

PPr =
�
p
r

(100+�p
r )

(5)

This one-to-one correspondence helps cosmetics managers
interpret customer satisfaction based on the number of pos-
itive opinions or vice versa.

For better understanding, consider two cosmetics brands A
and B. Suppose that the aggregation of positive, negative, and
neutral sentences on brands A and B are calculated as (800,
700, 800) and (1450, 600, 500), respectively, when sentiment
analysis applied. The positive, negative, and neutral ratios for
brands A and B are measured as (34.78, 30.44, 34.78) and
(56.86, 23.53, 19.61), respectively, and the sum of all ratios in
each brand is 100. Subsequently, the odds values of positivity
for brands A and B are measured as 0.53 (=34.78/(100-
34.78)) and 1.32(=56.86/(100-56.86)), respectively. In more
detail regarding brand A, it can be deduced that the probabil-
ity of having positive opinions is 0.53 times that for the sum
of the other opinions. In addition, the customer satisfaction
with brand B is superior to that with brand A, because the
odds value of brand B is higher than that of brand A.

Regarding the relative association between cosmetics
brands, the odds ratio, which is a pairwise comparison of odds
values for brands, would provide useful implications. The
odds ratio determines the difference in customer satisfactions
between several brands. The relative association between the
j-th and j∗-th brands is represented as the odds ratio in Eq. 6.

θ(j,j∗) =
�
p
j

�
p
j∗
=

PPj
(100−PPj)

PPj∗
(100−PPj∗ )

(6)

This means that the likelihood of having better customer
satisfaction with the j-th brand is θ(j,j∗) times higher than
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TABLE 2. Contingency table of odds ratios for two sample brands.

that for the j∗-th brand. When the value of θ(j,j∗) is further
from 1, the greater the degree of association with customer
satisfaction that is found for the j-th brand. In other words,
when θ(j,j∗) > 1, the customer satisfaction with the j-th brand
has a higher value than that with the j∗-th brand. Considering
sample cosmetics brands A and B as discussed above, we
can draw a contingency table as shown in Table 2, through
pairwise comparison between the two brands. Here, AVG
refers to the average odds ratio of the j-th brand obtained
through pairwise comparison with all of the other odds ratios
of brands, and this value is also used as the customer satis-
faction of a brand. If the AVG value of brand A is greater
than that of brand B, it may be determined that the relative
customer satisfaction with brand A is higher than that with
brand B. In other words, we can say that the likelihood of
having better customer satisfaction with brand B is 2.49 times
higher than that with brand A, and that consequentially, the
relative customer satisfaction with brand B is higher than that
with brand A.

C. CAUSE ANALYSIS
This step analyzes, through the importance analysis of words,
the objects or intentions that cause positive and negative
opinions on each brand. To this end, all of the reviews for
each brand are categorized into two groups (see ‘‘Procedure’’
below), where the first group is classified as sentences con-
taining positive lexicons and the second group is classified
as sentences containing negative lexicons. In categorizing the
reviews, this study used the match function of R program-
ming. As a preliminary step for categorization, the sentiment
dictionary is divided into two dictionaries, the first containing
only positive lexicons and the second containing only nega-
tive lexicons (hereafter, the former will be referred to as the
positive sentiment dictionary and the latter as the negative
sentiment dictionary). Then, by comparing the reviews in
each brand with the positive sentiment dictionary (or neg-
ative sentiment dictionary), the sentences containing only
positive (or negative) lexicons are identified and classified
into separated groups (hereafter, it will be referred to as
the positive review group [or negative review group]). This
procedure is repeated for all brands, and consequently, the
reviews are divided into a positive review group and a nega-
tive review group for each brand. Consider the sample review
in Table 1 again. When we know that the sets of {‘good’
and ‘reasonable’} and {‘unsatisfactory’} exist in the positive
sentiment dictionary and the negative sentiment dictionary,
respectively, the second and third sentences will be classified
into the positive review group, whereas the fourth sentence

Procedure Categorizing of Reviews Into Positive Review
Group and Negative Review Group by Each Brand

Indexes, Set and Parameters:
i : index of sentences in a review (i = 1, 2, . . . , I )
j : index of brand (j = 1, 2, . . . , J )
Pe: a set of positive lexicons in a positive sentiment
dictionary
Ne: a set of negative lexicons in a negative sentiment
dictionary
Si : i-th sentence in a review
wpi : number of positive words in Si
wni : number of negative words in Si

Method:
[preliminary]Divide sentiment dictionary into Pe and Ne
While j <= J do {
While i <= I do {
Apply the match function to determine if Pe(or Ne)

exists in Si
Assign the number of positive(or negative) words in Si

to wpi (or w
n
i )

Classify Si into the positive (or negative) review group
if the sum of wpi (or w

n
i ) is greater than 0

}
}

will be classified into the negative review group. Here, the
first sentence will not be classified into either group, because
no positive or negative lexicons exist in it. If a sentence
includes both positive and negative words, it can be classified
simultaneously into both the positive and negative review
groups.

The TF-IDF method [70] is applied to interpret the deter-
minants of the positive and negative opinions for each brand.
TF-IDF is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how
important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus,
and is used as weighting factor in searches for information
retrieval, text mining, and user modeling [71]. In TF-IDF, if
a word has a high numerical score in a specific review, the
word may be recognized as important in that review.

Though TF-IDF analysis, the words having high numerical
scores are calculated for each brand and sorted in descend-
ing order. However, the words identified as important can
include sentiment lexicons existing in either the positive or
negative sentiment dictionary; thus, if the sentiment lexicons
are included in the identified words, those lexicons have to
be removed. Finally, the remaining words are regarded as
most important and frequently mentioned in the positive or
negative review group as well as the determinants of posi-
tive or negative opinions. Even though various text-mining
techniques, such as correlation analysis, frequency analysis
and implicit feature extraction [72], can be used for more
specific cause analysis, the aim of this study was not to
suggest the better or higher-accuracy cause analysis but rather
to propose a framework for evaluating customer satisfaction
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that includes cause analysis to help brand managers with
relatively lower customer satisfaction to improve their results
by finding the relevant problems and causes. Thus, this study
was limited to the use of TF-IDF analysis for the cause
analysis.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the efficacy of the proposed approach, an empir-
ical case study applying it to the global top cosmetics brands
was conducted. The customer reviews of the brands were
crawled from the website of ‘http://www.Makeupalley.com’.
The structure of the website was analyzed by using the rvest
package in R programming, while information on the title
and content of each of the review comments was crawled and
stored into the database temporarily. We crawled the reviews
of the top 50 global cosmetics brands published in 2018 by the
Brand Finance consulting firm of the UK, and ultimately 26
brands having more than 300 review comments were selected
as the final evaluation targets to ensure the reliability of the
analysis results.

As shown in the 3rd column of Table 3, a total of 35,617
reviews were crawled for the 26 brands. NLP was performed
on the crawled reviews using RapidMiner software. The
crawled data was cleaned by removing special characters
(e.g., %, !, @, ∗, #, etc.) and unclarified numbers, by making
consistent same-but-different expressions with errata (e.g.,
‘‘checked-out’’, ‘‘chekc out’’, and ‘‘chacking-out’’ ) into one
(e.g., ‘‘check-out’’), and by identifying sentences via charac-
ters and tabs (e.g., !, ?, ∼, etc.). After breaking up the sen-
tences having heterogeneous opinions (e.g., as in sentimental
inversion) into clauses and making those clauses individual
sentences, finally, a total of 110,091 sentences were extracted
as shown in the 4th column of Table 3. Opinion Lexicon
[44] for the sentiment dictionary was used to calculate the
sentiment scores of the sentences. Table 4 shows the statistics
on the numbers of positive, negative, and neutral sentences
derived by the sentiment analysis for the 26 brands. On
average, a total of 1,494 sentences were found to be positive,
and 414 sentences were found to be negative, indicating that
there are more positive opinions than negative. We could see
that there were many neutral sentences, because the reviews
includedmuch how-to-purchase information as well as expla-
nations of the cosmetics products, all of which is irrelevant to
opinion.

Fig. 2 shows the positive, negative, and neutral ratios for
each brand. The averages of those ratios for all of the brands
were calculated as 35, 10, and 55%, respectively, and most of
the brands showed higher positive ratios than negative ones.
The brand with the highest positive ratio was Mac∗, with
a value of 38%, and the lowest positive ratio brands were
Neu∗, Pan∗ and Sch∗, with a value of 33%. On the other
hand, the highest negative ratio was Gil∗ with a value of 12%,
and the lowest negative ratio brand was Sul∗ with a value of
7%. The brands with the highest neutral ratio were Est∗ and
Pan∗ with a value of 57%, and the lowest neutral ratio brand
was Gil∗ with a value of 51%. Brands within the top 20%

TABLE 3. Extraction and preprocessing results of reviews for 26 global
cosmetics brands.

TABLE 4. Statistical results on positive/negative/neutral sentences.

of the positive and negative ratios were {Mac∗, Sul∗, Gue∗,
Gil∗, Dio∗, Ben∗} and {Gil∗, Gar∗, Hea∗, Neu∗, Shi∗, L’Oc∗},
respectively. Especially, Gil∗ was found to be within the top
20% for both the positive and negative ratios.

The results of the analysis so far are commonly performed
in the sentimental analysis of online reviews. Hereafter, we
show how to evaluate the customer satisfaction of cosmetics
brands from a probabilistic point of view using the results of
the sentiment analysis, and provide any interpretation of the
determinants of customer opinions on products and services
that have not been performed in the previous studies.

The positive odds values for the evaluation of customer
satisfaction by each brand are summarized in Fig.3. The
brand with the highest positive odds value was Mac∗, with
a value of 0.61, which indicates that the positive opinions
in those reviews were 0.61 times more positive than the
other opinions. The brands with positive odds values within
the top 20% were Mac∗, Ben∗, Dio∗, Gil∗, Gue∗, and Sul∗,
and these brands could be interpreted as having positive
feedback from the consumers and high customer satisfac-
tion. On the other hand, brands with positive odds values
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FIGURE 2. Results of positive/negative/neutral ratios for each cosmetics
brand.

FIGURE 3. Positive odds values from 26 cosmetics brands.

within the bottom 20% were Neu∗, Pan∗, Sch∗, Cla∗, Est∗,
and Gar∗, and those brands could be interpreted as inspiring
somewhat lower customer satisfaction. Specifically, Mac∗’s
customer satisfaction was evaluated as the best, and it was
regarded as frontier for the relative evaluation with other
brands. Ben∗, Dio∗, Gil∗, and Sul∗ were classified as the
second highest customer satisfaction group, and Cha∗, Dov∗,
Inn∗, and L’Oc∗ were classified as the third highest customer
satisfaction group, respectively. Consequentially, the Neu∗,
Pan∗, and Sch∗ brands were evaluated as having the lowest
customer satisfaction.

To evaluate the relative associations between brands, the
odds ratios were measured by pairwise comparison of the top
20% brands with the bottom 20% brands, and the results are
shown in Table 5. Regarding the relative association between
Ben∗ and Cla∗, we could say that the likelihood of having
better customer satisfaction for Ben∗ was evaluated to be 1.14
times higher than that for Cla∗. Conversely, in terms of Cla∗,
the likelihood of having better customer satisfaction for Cla∗

was 0.88 (= 1/1.14) times higher than that for Mac∗. That

TABLE 5. Relative associations between top 20% brands and bottom
20% brands.

is, the level of customer satisfaction of Cla∗ was 88% com-
pared to that for Ben∗. From the relative association between
Neu∗ and Ben∗, the likelihood of having better customer
satisfaction for Ben∗ was evaluated to be 1.19 times higher
than that for Cla∗, and the level of customer satisfaction of
Neu∗ was 84% (=1/1.19) compared to that for Cla∗. Through
the comparison of brands having relatively low customer
satisfaction with the frontier brand Mac∗ (which had the best
customer satisfaction, andwas regarded as frontier), the levels
of customer satisfaction of brands were evaluated as shown
in Fig.4. Regarding the relative association between brands
Mac∗ and Ben∗, Dio∗, Gil∗, Gue∗, and Sul∗ (which had the
second highest customer satisfaction), we could identify that
the level of customer satisfaction of Ben∗, Dio∗, Gil∗, Gue∗,
and Sul∗ was 96% of compared to that for Mac∗. In the same
manner, the level of customer satisfaction of Neu∗, Pan∗, and
Sch∗ (which had the worst customer satisfaction), was 80%
of compared to that for Mac∗.
For brands with relatively low customer satisfaction, it is

important to analyze what caused such poor results. Cause
analysis as a means of enhancing a brand’s customer satis-
faction has become an essential tool for customer-friendly
service provision and service quality improvement. Opinion
Lexicon, which was applied for the sentiment dictionary, was
divided into a positive sentiment dictionary and a negative
sentiment dictionary. As a result, 2,006 positive lexicons
were included in the positive sentiment dictionary, and 4,783
negative lexicons were included in the negative sentiment
dictionary. In categorizing the reviews of each brand into
a positive review group and a negative review group, the
average numbers of sentences in the groups were 1,532 and
477, respectively. For a more detail, Fig. 5 shows the result of
number of sentences in the positive and negative groups. The
averages of the sentences in the positive and negative review
groups were found to be somewhat higher than those of the
positive and negative sentences in Table 4. This was due to
the fact that several sentences containing both positive and
negative words could exist simultaneously in the positive and
negative review groups.

Cause analysis was performed for the brands having posi-
tive odds values within the top 20% and bottom 20%, specif-
ically brands Mac∗, Dio∗ and Sul∗ among the top 20%,
and brands Neu∗, Pan∗ and Ach∗ among the bottom 20%.
Through TF-IDF analysis, six words having high numerical
scores were extracted from the positive review group and neg-
ative review group by each brand. Table 6 shows the results
of the TF-IDF analysis for the brands Mac∗, Dio∗ and Sul∗.
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FIGURE 4. Relative level of customer satisfaction.

FIGURE 5. Number of sentences in the positive and negative groups.

In the positive review group, we could see that customers
frequently mentioned ‘skin’ as important, and accordingly,
‘skin’ could be considered to be the main determinant of the
positive opinions of those brands. Concretely, although the
rank of ‘skin’ was the same in Mac∗ and Sul∗, the numerical
score of ‘skin’ was higher in Mac∗ than in Sul∗. This could be
attributed, simply, to the greater number of reviews for Mac∗

than for Sul∗. Interestingly, in the negative review group,
costumers also frequently mentioned ‘skin’ as important for
Mac∗, Dio∗ and Sul∗. In other words, ‘skin’ was identified
as the most important word in both the positive and negative

TABLE 6. Results of TF-IDF analysis for top 20% brands in positive and
negative review groups.

review groups. However, in the numerical scores, there was
a slight difference between the positive and negative review
groups in that the overall numerical score for ‘skin’ was
higher in the positive review group than in the negative review
group. This could be as attributed to the greater number
of positive opinions on ‘skin’ mentioned by customers for
Mac∗, Dio∗ and Sul∗, even though customers also expressed
negative opinions. Overall, customersmentioned to the words
‘foundation’, ‘skin’ and ‘color’ to convey their positive opin-
ions on both Mac∗ and Dir∗; thus, those words could be
considered to be the main aspects causing positive opinions
of those brands. Specifically, ‘skin’ ranked higher for Mac∗

than for Dio∗, while ‘foundation’ ranked higher for Dio∗ than
for Mac∗.

Table 7 shows the results of the TF-IDF analysis for brands
Neu∗, Pan∗ and Sch∗ within the bottom 20%. When we
looked at the negative review group first, customers men-
tioned ‘smell’ and ‘greasy’ as important words that cause neg-
ative opinions for all brands. In Neu∗, customers were found
to express heavily negative opinions in the forms of ‘skin’,
‘smell’, ‘face’, ‘greasy’, ‘matt’, and ‘dry’, and these words
can be interpreted as key determinants causing customer
dissatisfaction. Although ‘skin’ is important in the positive
review group, the numerical score is higher in the negative
review group than in the positive review group. In other
words, we could say that although customers expressed both
positive and negative opinions as to ‘skin’ in Neu∗, it causes
more negative opinions than positive opinions. Alternatively,
‘skin’ can be interpreted as a factor that clearly divides likes
and dislikes according to customers. At a more strategic level,
brand Neu∗ needs a more in-depth look at the key drivers of
negative feedback on skin products along with a strategy for
improved customer satisfaction.

We could determine that ‘hair’, ‘shampoo’, and ‘condi-
tioner’ in Pan∗ were mentioned as important in both the posi-
tive and negative review groups. In Pan∗, the positive opinions
on ‘hair’, ‘shampoo’, and ‘conditioner’ were mentioned with
somewhat more importance than were the negative opinions,
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TABLE 7. Results of TF-IDF analysis for bottom 20% brands in positive
and negative review groups.

but ‘smell’ was mentioned with more importance in the neg-
ative review group. In other words, Pan∗ needs a strategy
to resolve negative opinions about smells in the shampoo
and the conditioner products in order to improve customer
satisfaction. In Sch∗, we could see that customers expressed
the most negative opinions of ‘smell’ and ‘hair’, and that
on the contrary, they expressed the most positive opinions
of ‘skin’, ‘foundation’, and ‘packaging’. Since the negative
opinionswere frequently expressed in terms of ‘smell’, ‘hair’,
and ‘greasy’, strategies to improve such opinions may be
needed for customer satisfaction improvement.

V. CONCLUSION
This study derived a new, online-review-based process for
evaluation of relative customer satisfaction with cosmetics
brands as well as interpretation of the determinants of review-
ers’ positive and negative sentiments. To illustrate the efficacy
of the proposed approach, an empirical case study applying it
to the global top 26 cosmetics brands was conducted, and the
results of which indicated how it can utilize online reviews
for relative customer satisfaction evaluation. In addition, we
showed the applicability of the proposed approach by exam-
ining themain causes or determinants of positive and negative
opinions for specific brands.

According to the sentiment analysis on the global 26
cosmetics brands, the average positive, negative and neutral
opinions were 35, 10, and 55%, respectively, and we found
that the positive opinion ratio was higher than the negative
opinion ratio for most brands. Brand Mac∗ was recognized
as having the highest positive opinions with a ratio of 33%,
while Neu∗, Pan∗, and Sch∗ were recognized as having the
lowest positive opinions. On the contrary, Gil∗ was recog-
nized as having the highest negative opinion with a ratio of
12%,while Sul∗ was recognized as having the lowest negative
opinions. The brand with the highest customer satisfaction
was Mac∗, and its positive opinions were relatively 0.61
times higher than the aggregation of negative and neutral
opinions. Regarding the relative association between highest

and lowest brands in customer satisfaction, the likelihood of
having better customer satisfaction with the highest brands
was evaluated as 1.24 times higher than that with the lowest
brands. In the brands within the top 20% in customer satis-
faction, ‘skin’ was identified as the important word common
to both the positive and negative review groups. However, the
overall numerical score for ‘skin’ was higher in the positive
review group than in the negative review group, and we could
interpret that as having stemmed from the greater number of
positive opinions than negative opinions on ‘skin’.
The proposed approach is expected to be a new way to

replace the questionnaire survey method that was widely
applied for analyzing customer satisfaction, and used by
cosmetics companies to realize or improve satisfaction with
their brands that customers evaluate. Furthermore, we hope
that it can be used as a source of fundamental data that
could be applied to efforts to improve both brand compet-
itiveness and provision of systematic services. Despite its
valuable contributions, this study also has several drawbacks.
First, sentiment score is very sensitive depending on the
accuracy of the sentiment lexicon resource applied in this
approach. Although this study applied the general sentiment
lexicon resource widely utilized in other studies, a more
highly accurate sentiment dictionary will be needed for more
sophisticated sentiment analysis. Second, the case of senti-
ment activation/deactivation (e.g. ‘not good’, etc) was not
considered, which implies that the accuracy of the sentiment
score may be somewhat less than reported herein. Both of
these issues will be addressed in future research.
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